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MANAGEMENT

Cloud computing is essentially a
term given to some new informa-
tion technology services pro-

vided over the Internet. These can include
storage of data, provision of software and
infrastructure as a utility. 

Cloud computing enables organisa-
tions to outsource many of their computer
processing needs thus removing the burden
of having to install, maintain, upgrade, store
and manage their own data, software or
infrastructure. Unlike outsourcing, a cloud
computing service provider may host
and/or process data across a myriad of
computers (not just those owned by the
cloud computing  service). In some situa-
tions, this can provide great cost savings to
organisations as they can downscale their
in-house information technology staffing,
storage, software and infrastructure costs.

The rise of cloud computing can be
attributed to several factors, including:
l The extensive networking capabilities

of the Internet; 
l Technology companies wanting to

offer software as a service rather than
as a licensed product;

l Organisations not wanting to invest
in the next generation of internal pro-
cessing power; and

l Technology companies developing
economies of scale in order to provide
cloud computing solutions.
A recent example of the use of cloud

computing in Australia is the outsourcing
of email accounts and their associated
storage requirements on the cloud. Tech-
nology providers, such as Google and
Microsoft are providing clients, including
government agencies and universities,
with cloud computing solutions to host
their email accounts and storage needs on
the cloud. In recent months, there has
been a spate of universities in Australia
transitioning their staff and student email
accounts to the cloud. 

In the global commercial sector, an
international not-for-profit cross-indus-
try forum (TM Forum) has been estab-

lished to focus on enabling best-in-class
IT for service providers in the communi-
cations, media and cloud service markets.
Large corporations have formed an
Enterprise Cloud Buyers Council to
work together to ensure an optimal, effi-
cient and flexible cloud computing sup-
plier service market. The Enterprise
Cloud Buyers Council intends to de -
velop standards for cloud computing to
ensure effective adoption of cloud com-
puting on a global scale, for example by:
l identifying common commodity

processes that are best suited to a
service type model – where organisa-
tions pay for what they consume;

l enabling benchmarking of services
across providers, such as Google,
Microsoft, Amazon and other cloud
computing service providers;

l achieving transparency of costs, serv-
ice levels and reporting requirements.
It is imperative that, as  standards are

being formed, privacy professionals con-
tribute their expertise in the management
of information to ensure that personal
information management practices are
not compromised, as organisations move
into cloud computing arrangements.

There are a number of privacy ques-
tions that we need to address when
assessing the business case and risks of
entering into cloud computing arrange-
ments that extend beyond traditional
outsourcing risks.

TYPE OF DATA AND POLICIES
1 How sensitive or critical to your

organisation is the data that the cloud
provider will be processing/ hosting?

2 Whose privacy policy is the data sub-
ject to – the client’s or the cloud service
provider’s privacy policy?

DATA LOCATION AND RETENTION
3 Where will the data and backups be

stored? Will it be stored with other
clients’ data? Will it be located in polit-
ically and environmentally stable
regions, for example, not prone to
earthquakes?

4 What legal jurisdiction(s) will the data
be located in?

5 What are the data retention policies of

the cloud service provider?
6 How does the cloud service provider

keep track of where data is stored/
processed? How does the provider
ensure that information is protected?

7 Is the data encrypted during storage?
Who controls the encryption keys: the
client or the cloud service provider?

TRANSFERRING DATA
8 What security mechanisms are in place

to transfer the data between the organ-
isation and the cloud service provider,
for example, is it encrypted during
transfer? Who controls the encryption
keys, the client or the cloud service
provider?

9 What happens when the data cannot
be accessed or retrieved due to techni-
cal or other difficulties?

PRIVACY BREACHES
10 How will you know if the data has

been accessed or used inappropri-
ately?

11 What happens when there is an unau-
thorised breach of privacy and data
has been inappropriately accessed,
used or compromised?

12 Does the provider have sufficient
resources or insurance to cover the
costs of catastrophic privacy breaches?

13 What privacy response and contin-
gency plans are in place at the provider
and client to deal with public relations
issues and brand damage that may arise
if there is a breach of privacy? Are
those policies complementary?

CHANGING PROVIDER
14 What happens if the cloud service

provider ceases to exist?
15 Can upgrades to software or other

services be refused?
16 Can the data be easily relocated if nec-

essary? Can the data be migrated
easily to another service provider?
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Further information about TM Forum and
the Enterprise Cloud Buyers Council can
be found at: http://www.tmforum.org.
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